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For over 17 years, the Siemens PTI PSS® Global User Group Meetings (UGMs) have provided a platform for PSS® product users and engineers to learn, network, and share together. Attendees go home with knowledge on the latest product features, techniques, and functionalities which help maximize their work.

Over the past year – Siemens PTI has taken a more holistic approach to organizing select UGMs by homogenizing separate product conferences into one interactive event with various combined and focused tracks. Not only does this allow Siemens to reach more customers across the globe, it also allows product engineers to share topics of common interest, including the interoperability between the PSS® portfolio products and their shared functionalities.

Recent expansions to the PSS® User Group Meetings

Traditionally held separately, Siemens PTI hosted the first combined Australia PSS® UGM in December 2017, bringing together PSS®E and PSS®SINCAL users in one room for shared presentations and an evening of networking at the welcome reception.

Similarly – Siemens hosted a combined U.A.E PSS® UGM in January 2018. Normally a PSS®SINCAL focused event, a PSS®E track was implemented this year for the first time. Product engineers from across the globe were eager to meet with customers and hear their feedback.

Key combined topics:

- The direction of the PSS® Portfolio
- Influencing the PSS® roadmaps with the PSS® Ideas Portal
- Extending PSS®E with PSS®SINCAL (harmonics)
- User Presentation: How to Convert a PSS®E Model for Harmonic Analysis into PSS®SINCAL (Francesco Crusca, FC Power Solutions)

Additionally, the China PSS® UGM took place in February 2018 for the first time in the past five years.

With the expanded reach of the user conferences, Siemens is striving to increase the interaction amongst users and product engineers.

Interested in attending a PSS® User Group Meeting? Click here to see the schedule.